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Odometry

• Estimating the entire trajectory 
of a moving robot is called the 
problem of odometry. 

• Trivial case: Dead reckoning.
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Visual Odometry

• A camera (or an array of 
cameras) is rigidly attached to a 
robot.

• Calculate the 6-DOF robot 
trajectory using the video 
stream coming from the 
camera. 

• One Camera : Monocular VO
• Two Camera : Stereo VO
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How	do	they	differ
in	their	results	?
Scale	and	Robustness	!



DIFFERENCE	BETWEEN	VO	AND	SLAM

• Both Map building and trajectory tracking.

• Can take advantage of local and global loop 
closures to improve estimates.

• Ex. ORB-SLAM

• Only trajectory tracking.

• Cannot take advantage of loop closures.

• Ex. DSO



Geometric Camera 
Model.
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Photometric Camera 
Model.
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Irradiance

Camera	sensor

Shutter	speed	



Photometric Camera 
Model.
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Vignetting

𝐼"(𝑥) = 𝐺(𝑡"𝑉(𝑥)𝐵"(𝑥))
Combined	camera	model



Direct vs Indirect
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Geometric Noise
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Photometric Noise
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Key Take Away!!
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• Indirect	approaches	are	good	when	using	cameras	designed	for	human	
consumption,	that	favor	photometric	consistency	over	geometric	consistency.	
Ex.	light	sensitivity.	

• Direct	approaches	are	good	when	using	cameras	designed	for	machine	
consumption,	that	favor	geometric	consistency	over	photometric	consistency.	
Ex.	Precise	camera	calibration,	no	rolling	shutter,	etc.



Related works
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• ORB-SLAM (Sparse & Indirect)



Related works
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Dense Monocular Depth Estimation in Complex Dynamic Scenes.

(Dense +Indirect) uses “geometric prior : optical flow”



Related works
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• LSD-SLAM	(Dense	+	Direct)
• Direct	Image	Alignment.



DIRECT SPARSE ODOMETRY



Why Direct?

• Cameras	come	with	a	variety	of	issues	like	Exposure	variations,	non-linear	 response	
functions,	 lens	attenuation,	de-bayering	and	geometric	distortions	caused	by	a	rolling	
shutter.	

• Thus	key	point	based	methods	 (indirect)	 try	to	eliminate	all	these	issues.
• Discards	potentially	valuable	information	 contained	 in	these	variations.	
• Direct	methods	 leverages	the	precise	sensor	model.		
• No	need	for	 recognizable	points	 leading	to	finely	grained	 representation	and	uniform	

sampling.
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Why Sparse?

• Correlations between geometric parameters is bad for realtime 
operation.

• Priors can introduce a bias and reduce long-term, large-scale accuracy.
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Photometric 
Calibration.

• Photometric camera Model: maps real-world energy received by a pixel 
on the sensor(irradiance) to the respective intensity value.

19 Video	length

𝑡"

𝐺67

𝐼"(𝑥)

𝐼89(𝑋) = 𝑡"𝐵"(𝑥) =
𝐺67(𝐼"(𝑥))
𝑉(𝑥)

Photometrically	adjusted	frame



Photometric 
Calibration.
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Photometric Error.
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Affine	brightness	transfer	function	



Window Pattern
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Windowed-
Optimization
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• The objective function f(x) is defined by m auxiliary residual functions.
• Gauss-Newton optimization system is used.



Marginalization
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• When the active set of variables become too large, old variables are 
removed by marginalization using Schur component.

• Marginalize all points in Pi as well as points that have not been 
observed in the last two keywords.



VO Front-End
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• Decide which points are used and in which frames a point is visible.
• Helps in Outlier removal and occlusion detection. 
• Provide Initialization for new parameters. 
• Decide when a point/frame should be marginalized.
• Note: 
• Using stereo camera -> depth initialization.
• Using IMU -> pose initialization.



Frame Management
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• Step 1: Initial Frame tracking: 

• Create new frame and project all active points into it.

• New frames are tracked with respect to only this new frame.

• Initializations:

• Two-frame direct image alignment (pose)

• Multi-scale image pyramid (inverse depth)

• Constant motion model (translation)

• Recovery-tracking if initial alignment failed (uncommon)

• Step 2: Keyframe Creation: A new key frame is created when,

• Field of view changes (large optical flow)

• Occlusions and dis-occlusions due to camera translation (mean-flow w/o rotation)

• Significant change in camera exposure time.



Frame Management
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Optimal	number	of	Keyframes



Frame Management
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• Once a new keyframe is created along with the respective new points, we optimize 
the photometric error followed by step 3.



Frame Management
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Frame Management
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Point Management
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• A keyframe is marginalized by first marginalizing all points represented 
in it, and then the frame itself.

• Select points that are well-distributed in the image and have sufficiently 
high image gradient magnitude w.r.t. their immediate surroundings.

• Track points in subsequent frames using a discrete search along the 
epipolar line, minimizing the photometric error.

• For the best matched points, a depth is computed and used for 
initialization.

• After marginalizing the old points, both the active and candidate points 
are projected onto the most recent keyframe. Only those candidates are 
activated which makes the distribution uniform.



Point Management
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Isn’t	it	the	same	as	indirect	case	now??

Sampling	from	across	all	available	data!	
Including	weakly	textured	or	repetitive	
regions.



Point Management
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Point Management
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Results
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Results
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Results
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Results
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3D	points	on	all	gradient-rich	areas	
including	edges	:- Semi-dense	reconstruction	



Failure Modes
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• Like all monocular methods, it fails when there is pure rotation. It 
performs even inferior to full SLAM due to lack of implicit loop-closure.

• Since the photometric error relies on the consistency of brightness, it 
fails when scene lighting changes drastically. Thus it is limited to short 
term visual odometry only. 



Conclusion
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• Direct and Sparse formulation for structure from motion.
• Leverage full image information vs only corners.
• Realtime operation due to absence of geometric priors.
• Use of full camera calibration including the photometric model.
• Additional findings:
• More data  does not mean better accuracy.
• Using points other than corners boosts accuracy and robustness.
• Incorporating photometric calibration improves performance and 

enables performance in variable-brightness situations.



Extensions of this 
work…..
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• Low computational speed as well as missing guarantees for optimality and consistency are limiting factors of direct methods, in which established feature- based methods succeed instead. 
C. Forster, Z. Zhang, M. Gassner, M. Werlberger and D. Scaramuzza, "SVO: Semidirect Visual Odometry for Monocular and Multicamera Systems," in IEEE Transactions on Robotics, vol. 33, no. 2, pp. 249-265, April 2017. doi: 10.1109/TRO.2016.2623335

• Combining IMU with monocular VO enables us to perform complete 6-DOF state-estimation. A loop detection module, in combination with tightly coupled formulation, enables relocalization with minimum computation. 

T. Qin, P. Li and S. Shen, "VINS-Mono: A Robust and Versatile Monocular Visual-Inertial State Estimator," in IEEE Transactions on Robotics, vol. 34, no. 4, pp. 1004-1020, Aug. 2018. doi: 10.1109/TRO.2018.2853729

• Use deep learning to  provide robustness to camera calibration and challenging conditions like featureless places, motion blurs and lighting changes. Additionally, it can provide absolute scale recovery. Can be trained in an unsupervised fashion with stereo setup.
R. Li, S. Wang, Z. Long and D. Gu, "UnDeepVO: Monocular Visual Odometry Through Unsupervised Deep Learning," 2018 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Brisbane, QLD, 2018, pp. 7286-7291.doi: 10.1109/ICRA.2018.8461251

• Using a fixed baseline stereo can resolve scale drifts. It can also reduce the sensitivities to large optical flows and rolling shutter effects. 

Rui Wang, Martin Schworer, Daniel Cremers; The IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 2017, pp. 3903-3911

• Applications to autonomous drone flight. 

Smolyanskiy, N., Kamenev, A., Smith, J. and Birchfield, S., 2017. Toward low-flying autonomous MAV trail navigation using deep neural networks for environmental awareness. arXiv preprint arXiv:1705.02550.
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